This paper argues that six conditions must be met to conclude that issue voting exists:
22
Resolving the question of the extent of issue voting in the American electorate has been handicapped by the quality of the data available. Brody and Page (1972) Using data with all the characteristics that Brody and Page demand, this study will provide evidence for a general model of issue voting. First, the conditions which are individually necessary and jointly sufficient will be discussed and grouped into environmental conditions, relevance conditions, perceptual conditions, and behavioral conditions. Second, data from the 1972 general election campaign will be used to determine the extent to which each of these conditions is met by the electorate. Finally, the paper will examine the joint existence of all these conditions in the electorate and the implications of these findings for future studies of voting behavior. CONDITIONS (Pomper, 1972) Converse, 1964; Hennessy, 1970) (Campbell et al., 1960 (Pomper, 1972; Boyd, 1972; Miller et al., 1976; Kirkpatrick et al., 1975 (Brody and Page, 1972 To determine which of the two causal paths to reject, Heise (1970) suggests using path analysis to estimate the parameters of the model in Figure 1 Patterson and McClure, 1976) . Through a content analysis of these broadcasts, candidates were assigned positions on these issues. Table 6 shows, they obviously do. 
